
e-Assurance is Now
Pivot to remote auditing and  
fast-track the benefits

Revolutionise your compliance processes 
by combining our expertise and proven 
digital tools with online technologies that 
businesses are now embracing.

Connect            Stream            Comply

Contact Compliance Experts:   (03) 9707 4841    |    enquiries@complianceexperts.com    |    complianceexperts.com

The Benefits

Cost: save time & money

Continuity: when the unexpected happens

Control: audit in your own time

Coverage: cover remote sites equally

Collaborative: build internal capability  
with our guidance



e-Assurance isn’t new. We’ve been doing it for 
years. And the shift is easier than you think.
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Five Steps of 
an e-Audit

Get in touch today to 
discuss how we can 
help you move to the 
future right now.

For many businesses, social isolation and 
lockdown have highlighted significant 
limitations of traditional physical, on-site 
assurance activities including: auditing, 
assessment and inspection tasks. Put simply, 
when the assurance team are working from 
home, assurance doesn’t happen! It doesn’t 
need to be that way. 

Don’t jeopardise your current license, 
accreditation or certification.

For over a decade, Compliance Experts has 
been providing e-Assurance activities on behalf 
of large corporates and regulatory agencies. 
More recently our focus has been firmly placed 
on enabling our clients to pivot, embrace 
technology and mobilise their assurance teams 
through the use of Compliance Checkpoint 
combined with today’s widely used online tools 
(such as videoconferencing). e-Assurance is 
now more accessible than ever! 

And it need not be limited to times of difficult 
circumstances. The ongoing benefits of 
e-Assurance activities include reduced time 
and money spent on travel, greater in-house 
control, the potential for continuous quality 
assurance instead of ‘lumpy’ six- or twelve-
monthly audits, better coverage of remote 
locations, and much more.

The reality is that e-Assurance is here now. 

The ISO guidelines for auditing management 
systems (ISO 19011:2018) now include 
specifications for e-audits. Our Compliance 
Checkpoint software suite supports the conduct 
of e-audits across multiple sites, wherever 
they are. And our experience can help you 
with an easy transition towards greater use of 
e-Assurance with minimal additional overhead.


